Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
Super-encryption is a process of encrypting the information that is already encrypted [5] [13] . Super-encryption is simply the use of multiple ciphers, usually in multiple steps, as a singular encryption scheme and is a very important technique and many modern strong encryption algorithms can be regarded as resulting from superencryption using a number of a comparatively weak algorithm.
In view of enhancing the security levels multiple encryptions were introduced. By using same algorithms for the generation of the single for both the encryptions is vulnerable. In order to overcome this problem, the recent researchers suggest using keys which are stochastically independent. It is evident from the history that any cipher can be breakable except the one time pad. 
II. FIBONACCI NUMBERS

I.2 Vigenere cipher
The Vigenere cipher was generated by Giovan Batista Belaso in 1553 [9] . Thiscipher uses a secret keyword to encrypt the plaintext. First, each letter in the plaintext is converted into a number.Then this numerical value for each letter of the plaintext is added to the numerical value of each letter of a secret keyword to get the ciphertext.The Vigenereciphers are more powerful than substitution ciphers.
III. PRESENT WORK Multiple Encryptions Encryption algorithm:
Step-1: Alice creates plain text is P = p 1 p 2, p 3 … p m
Step-2: Alice uses the offset rule with Fibonacci numbers F=f 1 ,f 2, f 3… f n to each value in sequential order to get the1 sr ciphertext.
Step-3: Alicecomputes C i =P i +F i for i=1,2,3,…m where C 1i is the first cipher text.
Step-4: Now Alice perform super encryption with the Affine transformation(x) = (ax+b) mod 26, Gcd(a,N)=1 and take a and b are secret, from the first level encryption message.
Step-5: Alice sends the super-encrypted message to Bob. Decryption algorithm:
Step-1: Bob receives the super-encrypted message.
Step-2: Bob decrypts the super-encrypted message by using 11 mod 26 E y a y b
Step-3: Bob reverses the offset rule with Fibonacci number from the first decrypted message to get the original plaintext.
SUPER ENCRYPTION OF VIGENERE CIPHER Encryption algorithm:
Step-1: Alice creates plaintexts P = p 1 p 2, p 3…… p m
Step-2: Alice uses offset rule with Fibonacci numbers F=f 1 f 2 f 3… f n to each value in sequential order and get 1 sr ciphertext
Step-3:Alicecomputes C i =P i +F i for i=1,2,3,…m where C 1i is the find first cipher text.
Step-4: Now Alice performs Vigenere transformation use offset rule with to the numerical value of each letter of a secret keyword to first level encryption message.
Step-5: Alice sends the super-encrypted message to Bob.
Decryption algorithm:
Step-2: Bob decrypts with the inverse Vigenere transformation to super encryption message. It is the first decryption message
Step-3:Bob uses reverse offset rule with Fibonacci number from the first decrypted message to get original plaintext.
EXAMPLE Encryption algorithm:
Step-1: Let the Plain text be CRYPTOGRAPHY
Step 3  18  26  18  24  22  19  38  34  70  96  168 Step-3: Now applying affine transformation E(x)=(ax+b) mod 26 for a = 5 & b= 8
Step-4:Encrypted message is XUIUYOZQWUUQ Decryption algorithm:
Step-1:First decrypted Message is XUIUYOZQWUUQ
Step Second Encrypted message is y  23  20  8  20  24  14  25  16  22  20  20  16 Step-3: Reverse Offset rule with the first decrypted message
VIGENERE CIPHER
Encryption algorithm:
Step-1: Let the Plain text be MATHEMATICS
Step Using Vigenere ciphers for key
Step-3:Offset rule with the first decrypted message Second Encrypted message is
Step-4: Encrypted message is TJOKVAVHQRJ Decryption algorithm:
Step-1: First Decrypted Message is TJOKVAVHQRJ
Step-2: Decrypts with the inverse of Vigenere transformation IV. CONCLUSIONS For multiple encryptions, two different algorithms were performed. Initial encryption is performed with Fibonacci numbers using offset rule whereas for super encryption two different ciphers either Affine or Vigenere are performed. In view of the known attack both are more or less the same.Further the keys generated at two levels are stochastically independent. To enhance the security levels, two different keys are applied.
